
Magic Spheres – Science
of Density
A heavy, metal ball bearing
"magically" transforms into a Ping-
Pong ball in a jar of un-popped
popcorn.

Science is not magic but magic de nitely needs science. Say this to your friends, “Let’s make this

metal ball bearing become a featherweight plastic sphere.” This density experiment will amaze

your friends.



Here's What You'll Need

Let's Try It

Tall, clear, plastic container
with lid

w Un-popped popcornw Large, metal, ball bearingw

Matching plastic sphere
(like a Ping-Pong ball)

w

Fill a tall, clear container three quarters-full with un-popped pop corn.

[Here’s the science secret: Push the plastic sphere down into the pop corn kernels. Keep it in the

center of the container. Make sure no one can see the sphere from any direction.]
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Set the ball bearing on top of the pop corn  and place the lid on the container.
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Conjure some “magic” words and make a few distractions. Pick up the container and swirl and

shake it gently. The ball bearing quickly disappears and is replaced when the plastic sphere pops

into view. Say what?!
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Un-popped popcorn is easy to use and probably right at hand for you. Other materials may work

as well. You could test pasta, dried pinto beans, rice, millet (a cereal grain), and beads. Generally,

lighter color materials make it easier to see the “magic” that’s happening.
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�  How Does It Work

You may have guessed that the secret is the density difference between the ball bearing and the

plastic sphere. If you compare the size (the volume) of the two spheres, you’ll notice that they are

likely very similar. However, if you compare the masses (the weight) of the two spheres, there’s a

huge difference. The ball bearing is much heavier than the plastic sphere.

The two spheres share a comparable volume, but differ greatly in mass. This means the balls have

different densities. Density is the measurement of how much “stuff” is packed into a measured space.

That’s how we get the equation for density: Density = Mass (the stuff) ÷ Volume (a measured space).

Nearly every substance and material imaginable has a different density. This is especially true for the

two spheres you placed in the popcorn kernels. Lower density always stacks on top of higher density.

So, what does density have to do with the ball bearing sinking and the plastic sphere rising? The

swirling motion of the pop corn kernels (which have a density somewhere in between the two spheres)

allows the ball bearing to move downward and sink below the kernels. The same motion moves the

plastic sphere upwards. Individual kernels are sliding downward, below the plastic sphere, as it rises.

Real-World Application

A dramatic salt water density change can be experienced in real life. While humans will (sort of) oat

in an ocean, they really oat in bodies of water like Utah’s Great Salt Lake (USA) and the Dead Sea

(Israel). These bodies of water are so salty that it’s nearly impossible to sink in them! Just be sure (1)

not to have any cuts or scratches on you before going in (they’ll sting in salt water), and (2) to rinse off

really well with fresh water when you get out.



Related Experiments



Floating Water

Is it really possible to ll a glass

with water and turn it upside

down without spilling? this

clever science trick is a popular

after-dinner […]

VIEW EXPERIMENT s

Light Ice, Heavy Water

You know that materials have

different densities. For a

perfect, amazing example of

how to demonstrate these

different densities, check out

our 9 Layer Density […]

VIEW EXPERIMENT s

Floating Bowling Balls

We all know that certain things

oat in water while other things

sink, but why? Do all heavy

things sink? Why does a penny

sink […]

VIEW EXPERIMENT s

Sinking Soda Surprise

I remember as a kid diving to the

bottom of the swimming pool to

retrieve unopened cans of soda

pop. Our parents tossed the



p p p

unopened […]

VIEW EXPERIMENT s
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